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Abstract

BACKGROUND: The Clinical Dementia Rating–Sum of Boxes
(CDR-SB) has been proposed as a primary outcome for use in
prodromal AD trials. However, the psychometric properties of
this, and of other commonly used measures, have not been wellestablished in this patient population.
OBJECTIVE: To describe the psychometric properties of
commonly used efficacy measures in a clinical trial of
prodromal AD.
SETTING: Data were gathered as part of a two-year clinical trial.
PARTICIPANTS: Patients had biomarker confirmed prodromal
AD.
MEASUREMENTS: Clinical Dementia Rating (CDR),
Functional Activities Questionnaire (FAQ), Alzheimer’s Disease
Assessment Scale – Cognition Subscale 11 and 13 (ADASCog), Mini Mental State Exam (MMSE), and Free and Cued
Selective Reminding Test (FCSRT-IR [words]). Assessments
were conducted at least every 24 weeks.
RESULTS: For the CDR-SB, test-retest reliability was good
(intra-class correlation coefficient [ICC]=0.83); internal
consistency was 0.65 at baseline but above 0.8 at later
assessments. Relationships between the CDR-SB and other
measures were as expected (higher correlations with more
closely related constructs), and the CDR-SB differentiated
between patients with different severities of dementia (-2.9
points difference between CDR-Global Score 0.5 and 1, P<.0001).
Floor and ceiling effects on the CDR-SB total score were
minimal; however, at baseline there were ceiling effects in
the personal care domain. Further detail is provided on the
psychometric properties of ADAS-Cog, MMSE, FCSRT-IR and
FAQ in this population.
CONCLUSION: The psychometric properties of the CDR-SB are
adequate in prodromal AD and continued use is warranted in
clinical trials. However, there remains scope for improvement
in the assessment of functional constructs and development of
novel measures should continue.
Key words: Clinical dementia rating, prodromal Alzheimer’s disease,
psychometric testing.
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Introduction

A

number of clinical trials of potential diseasemodifying treatments in Alzheimer’s Disease
(AD) are now targeted at early stage disease,
where it is thought that there will be the greatest benefit
to patients. By targeting the disease at the prodromal
and mild dementia stages (also referred to in this paper
as “early AD”), it is hoped to slow progression before
extensive, irreversible neurodegeneration occurs. Since
AD may be viewed as a continuum with preclinical,
prodromal and dementia stages (mild, moderate
and severe), the dementia diagnosis itself may be an
important milestone in progression, but not one that
represents a natural or stark differentiating boundary
in terms of underlying pathophysiology. Diagnostic
criteria for prodromal AD (pAD) (1) and mild cognitive
impairment (MCI) due to AD (2) are now established;
however, existing outcome measures to assess efficacy
were mainly developed and validated for overt dementia
and so may be unsuitable for clinical trials in this earlier
patient population.
The FDA and EMA have both called for novel
approaches to assess efficacy, recognizing the limitations
of existing instruments in the earliest stages of AD. The
FDA guidance and EMA guidelines (3, 4) have stated
that clinical trials in the dementia stage of AD should
use a co-primary approach, in which a treatment should
demonstrate efficacy on both a cognitive measure and
a functional measure (3, 5). This has been described as
intending to ensure “that a clinically meaningful effect
was established by a demonstration of benefit on the
functional measure and that the observed functional
benefit was accompanied by an effect on the core
symptoms of the disease as measured by the cognitive
assessment” (3). However, in the early stages of AD
(stages 3 and 4), spanning pAD and mild AD dementia
(mAD), it is recognized in both the FDA draft guidance
(3) and the EMA guideline (6) that measurement may be
more challenging. As independent research has shown,
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current assessment tools may have limited sensitivity
due to ceiling effects and slow rates of progression (7,
8). Co-primary outcomes are not well established at
this early stage, and whilst the principle behind the
co-primary approach still holds, it has been suggested
by regulators and others that application in practice
could be achieved by integrated cognitive and functional
endpoints, such as the Clinical Dementia Rating – Sum
of Boxes (CDR-SB) score (6, 9-11). The CDR is intended
to measure “the influence of cognitive loss on the ability
to conduct everyday activities” (12). Whilst it has been
hypothesized that the CDR may be broken down into
‘cognitive’ and ‘functional’ items (10, 13), the original
intent was a unitary underlying construct (14) . Thus, it
may be that observed statistical relationships supporting
separate cognitive and functional items result from
other properties, such as disease severity, or the use
of information from the patient versus that from the
caregiver-informant.
Studies have consistently reported high internal
consistency for the CDR-SB across the AD spectrum,
including clinically defined prodromal populations
(CDR-GS = 0.5) (10, 15). Inter-rater reliability of the
CDR-SB in a prodromal population is unclear, with
some studies reporting low inter-rater agreement
in populations with earlier non-biomarker confirmed
AD dementia (13, 14, 16). Although many clinical trials
in early/prodromal AD have used the CDR-SB as a
primary endpoint, including studies of crenezumab
(NCT02670083, NCT03114657), gantenerumab
(NCT03443973, NCT03444870), aducanumab
(NCT02484547, NCT02477800), BAN2401 (NCT03887455),
and verubecestat (NCT01953601), a comprehensive
assessment of the psychometric properties of the CDR-SB
in this population is lacking.
To our knowledge, there are no studies describing
the test-retest reliability according to gold-standard
intra-class correlation coefficient (ICC) for a biomarkerconfirmed prodromal population; a critical gap in the
evidence needed to support use of the CDR-SB as a
primary endpoint in AD clinical trials.
Investigation of the psychometric properties of
commonly used outcome measures in the pAD clinical
trials population is a critical step in confirming that
assessments are fit for purpose, and for identifying
potential gaps/areas for further development. Here, we
describe traditional psychometrics, including test-retest
reliability, of cognitive and functional assessments in a
pAD trial population from SCarlet RoAD (NCT01224106;
WN25203), a Phase 3, multicenter, randomized, doubleblind, placebo-controlled study. In addition to amnestic
MCI, subjects recruited to SCarlet RoAD were required
to have evidence of amyloid pathology as demonstrated
by low levels of Aβ(1–42) in cerebrospinal fluid (CSF).
We also explore suitability of the CDR-SB as a single
primary endpoint. Such properties should be established
for the planned context of use (17, 18), and this paper

is intended to do so for multinational, pAD, clinical
trials. Furthermore, estimates are dataset dependent
and a range of published estimates across different
contexts of use may be informative. There are three main
points of distinction from prior studies on this topic;
some studies have used data from a single country only
(15), while others have used observational cohorts (10)
and defined AD based on clinical rather than biomarker
criteria (10). This paper therefore adds to the existing
literature by providing a comprehensive evaluation of
the psychometric properties of key clinical outcome
assessments in a multinational, clinical trial, biomarker
confirmed prodromal AD population. The analysis
presented is based on data from the SCarlet RoAD trial
that evaluated low dose gantenerumab in patients with
prodromal AD.

Methods
Data source and patients
The data were gathered as part of a Phase III,
multicenter, randomized, double-blind, placebocontrolled, parallel-group, two-year study to evaluate
the effect of subcutaneous gantenerumab (RO4909832) on
cognition and function in prodromal Alzheimer’s disease
(pAD) conducted across 24 countries.
The primary objective of the trial was to evaluate the
effect of gantenerumab versus placebo on the change
from baseline to week 104 in the Clinical Dementia
Rating scale Sum of Boxes (CDR-SB). All measures were
translated and linguistically validated as per industry
guidelines (19). CDR raters received comprehensive
training prior to study start and refresher trainings at
regular interval during the study. The information to
make each rating was obtained through a semi-structured
interview of the subject and a reliable informant. The
study required that each subject have a study partner
who, in the investigator’s judgment, had frequent and
sufficient contact with the subject so as to be able to
provide accurate information regarding the subject’s
cognitive and functional abilities and who agreed to
accompany the subject to clinic visits for scale
completion. As far as possible, raters and study partners
remained unchanged during the conduct of the study.
Other assessments were rated by qualified site staff who
were trained and, when necessary, certified to administer
the assessments. Whenever possible, the CDR rater did
not assess the other cognitive scales.
Inclusion criteria were modelled on International
Working Group (IWG) criteria, which redefined AD as
a clinicobiological syndrome that can be identified prior
to the onset of dementia by an amnestic syndrome of
the hippocampal type and supportive evidence from
biomarkers (20). Key inclusion criteria were: age 50-85;
recent gradual decline in memory (informant); abnormal
2
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Alzheimer Disease Assessment Scale-Cognition
(ADAS-Cog)

memory function based on the Free and Cued Selective
Reminding Test (FCSRT: free recall <17, or total recall
<40, or [free recall <20 and total recall <42]); Mini-Mental
Status Exam (MMSE) score ≥24; and Clinical Dementia
Rating - global score (CDR-GS) of 0.5 with memory box
score of 0.5 or 1; CSF Aβ(1-42) ≤600 ng/L as measured by
the central laboratory.

The ADAS-Cog-11 (22) is a structured scale that
evaluates memory (word recall, word recognition),
reasoning (following commands), language (naming,
comprehension), orientation, ideational praxis (placing
letter in envelope) and constructional praxis (copying
geometric designs). Ratings of spoken language, language
comprehension, word finding difficulty, and ability to
remember test instructions are also obtained. The test is
scored in terms of errors, with higher scores reflecting
poorer performance. Scores can range from 0 (best) to
70 (worst). The 13-item version also includes Delayed
Word Recall and Number Cancellation tasks, with scores
ranging from 0 to 85.

Study Design and Outcome measures
The study consisted of an 8-week screening period,
a double-blind treatment phase of 100 weeks, a final
assessment at week 104, and follow-up visits at 16 and
52 weeks after the last dose. Participants were recruited
from clinical sites, some of which were memory centers.
Subjects meeting all eligibility criteria during screening
were randomized 1:1:1 to receive either placebo,
105 mg, or 225 mg gantenerumab subcutaneously every
four weeks. Assessments at screening included the
CDR, the Functional Activities Questionnaire (FAQ),
the Alzheimer’s Disease Assessment Scale – Cognition
Subscale 11 and 13 item version (ADAS-Cog 11, ADASCog 13 respectively), the MMSE, and the Free and Cued
Selective Reminding Test (FCSRT-IR [words]) (Table 1).
These assessments (listed in Table 1) were also conducted
at baseline, and at 24-weeks interval (at weeks 24, 52, and
76) including final assessment at Week 104. The MMSE,
ADAS-Cog, and FCSRT were obtained at additional 12
weeks intervals (at weeks 12, 36, 64, and 88), and the CDR
was also obtained at weeks 64 and 88.

Mini Mental State Exam (MMSE)
The MMSE consists of a set of standardized questions
to evaluate possible cognitive impairment and help stage
the severity level of this impairment. The questions target
five areas; orientation, short term memory retention,
attention, short term recall and language (23). The MMSE
is scored as the number of correctly completed items
with lower scores indicative of poorer performance and
greater cognitive impairment. The total score ranges from
0 (worst) to 30 (best).

Functional Activities Questionnaire (FAQ)

Clinical Dementia Rating scale

The FAQ is an informant-based assessment in which
caregivers rate abilities on 10 activities of daily living
(ADLs) (24). The 10 items are scored as Dependent = 3,
Requires assistance = 2, Has difficulty but does by self =
1, Normal = 0. The total score ranges from 0 to 30 with
higher scores indicating worse functioning. The FAQ
has demonstrated good sensitivity and specificity in
differentiating MCI from very mild AD, by reflecting very
mild functional impairment (25) .

The CDR was originally developed as a staging tool to
categorize dementia severity into normal, questionable,
mild, moderate or severe. Clinicians rate the severity
of symptoms across six domains following a semistructured interview with the subject and a reliable
informant or collateral source (e.g., family member).
There are three cognition domains (Memory, Orientation,
Judgment & Problem Solving) and three functional
domains (Community Affairs, Home & Hobbies, and
Personal Care) (12, 21). The response options for each
domain describe five degrees of impairment: 0=None;
0.5=Questionable (not present in the Personal care
domain); 1=Mild; 2=Moderate; 3=Severe. The CDRGlobal score, which determines dementia stage, is
rated from 0-3. The Sum of Boxes score is a continuous
measure of dementia severity and ranges from 0-18.
For completeness, we report the psychometric
properties of the CDR-Cognition and CDR-Function
domains individually, acknowledging that the CDR was
not intended for this purpose and that each domain
contains few items (3 items) for traditional analyses (e.g.
Chronbach’s α).

Free and Cued Selective Reminding Test –
Immediate Recall (FCSRT-IR)
The FCSRT-IR is a measure of memory under
conditions that control attention and cognitive
processing in order to obtain an assessment of memory
unconfounded by normal age-related changes in
cognition (26, 27). The FCSRT-IR used cards with four
written words corresponding to a specific category cue,
with immediate recall after each card followed by a cued
recall using the category cue (28). Abnormal memory
function according to FCSRT-IR was defined as a free
recall score<17 (sum of free recall items), a total recall
score<40 (sum of free recall and cued recall items), or a
3
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Table 1. Clinical Outcome Assessments
Clinical Outcome Assessment (COA)

COA Type

Items

Domains Assessed

Range

Source

Interpretation

ClinRO

6

Functional impact of
cognitive impairment:
Memory, executive function,
instrumental & basic
activities of daily living

0-18

Interview with informant and
patient, with PerfO elements

Higher scores represent
greater severity of cognitive
and functional impairment

Instrumental activities of
daily living

0-30

Interview with informant

Higher scores represent
greater loss of independence
in performing instrumental
activities of daily living

11

Memory, language & praxis

0-72

Cognitive assessment
of patient, with ClinRO
elements

Higher scores represent
greater severity of cognitive
dysfunction

13

Additional memory &
executive function items

0-87

11

Memory, language, praxis &
executive function

0-30

Cognitive assessment of
patient

Higher scores represent
lower severity of cognitive
dysfunction

Learning & memory with
controlled encoding

0-48

Cognitive assessment of
patient

Higher scores represent
better memory task
performance

Clinical Dementia Rating
CDR-Sum of Boxes
CDR-Global Score

0-3

Functional Activities Questionnaire
ClinRO

10

Alzheimer’s Disease Assessment Scale – Cognitive Subscale
11-item Total Score

PerfO

13-item Total Score
Mini-Mental State Exam
PerfO

Free and Cued Selective Reminding Test (FCSRT-IR [words])
Free Recall
Cued Recall

PerfO

1

Total Recall
ClinRO: Clinician-rated Outcome Assessment; PerfO: Performance-based Outcome Assessment

free recall score<20 and total recall score<42. FCSRT-IR
performance has been associated with preclinical and
early dementia in several longitudinal epidemiological
studies.
The CDR, ADAS-Cog, MMSE and FAQ may be viewed
as composites, where a total score is based on the sum
of item responses and individual items are intended to
assess different cognitive and/or functional domains
or concepts. Whilst total scores are also derived for
FCSRT, items/words are not interpreted as individually
meaningful.

not changed. This aspect of reliability was evaluated by
intra-class correlation coefficients (ICCs, Shrout & Fleiss
classification Random set 2, 1) (29) between the screening
and baseline visits i.e. an interval approximately 8 Weeks
(up to 12 Weeks was allowed for FCSRT-IR). Subjects
were expected to remain clinically stable over this
interval, whereas for longer intervals (baseline to Week
52, Week 52 to Week 104), clinical progression would be
expected. Intra-class correlation coefficients that exceed
0.70 are generally assumed to be adequate (30).

Internal consistency

Statistical methods

Internal consistency refers to the degree of association
between the individual items that comprise a composite
measure, and was measured by Cronbach’s α, which
generally increases as the inter-correlation amongst test
items increases (31). As a general rule, >0.7 is considered
an appropriate target for internal consistency (30, 32,
33). Internal consistency was not calculated for the
FCSRT-IR outcomes since these are essentially single item
constructs.

All screening and baseline analyses were conducted on
the total sample. Analyses that included Week 52 and/
or Week 104 data were conducted in the placebo group
only to remove the potential impact of treatment from
the evaluation of psychometrics. Patients were included
in the analysis if they had completed measures at a given
time point.

Test-retest reliability

Construct validity

Test–retest reliability is used to assess the degree
to which a measure provides stable scores over time,
assuming that the underlying condition of patients has

Construct validity refers to the extent to which a
measure adequately assesses an intended concept and
4
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Table 2. Clinical characteristics
All Patients at baseline, n=797

Week 52 placebo group only, n=222*

Week 104 placebo group only, n=104†

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

CDR-SB

2.11

0.97

2.67

1.61

3.04

2.13

CDR-Cognition

1.54

0.58

1.85

0.87

2.05

1.15

CDR-Function

0.57

0.57

0.82

0.86

0.99

1.12

FAQ

4.76

4.14

6.73

5.99

7.90

6.67

ADAS-Cog 11

13.82

5.21

15.45

7.44

16.67

7.61

ADAS-Cog 13

23.22

6.79

24.48

9.44

26.85

9.69

MMSE

25.68

2.2

24.63

3.70

23.44

3.77

FCSRT-IR Free

11.15

6.03

--

--

8.89

7.26

FCSRT-IR Cued

18.18

6.85

--

--

16.63

7.37

FCSRT-IR Total

29.33

10.69

--

--

25.52

12.13

*For FAQ, ADAS-Cog11, and ADAS-Cog13 n=221; †For FAQ, ADAS-Cog11, and ADAS-Cog13 n=105, FCSRT-IR assessments n=100; ADAS-Cog-11: the Alzheimer’s
Disease Assessment Scale – Cognition Subscale 11 item version, ADAS-Cog-13: the Alzheimer’s Disease Assessment Scale – Cognition Subscale 13 item version, CDRCognition: Clinical Dementia Rating Cognition domain, CDR-Function: Clinical Dementia Rating Function domain, CDR-SB: Clinical Dementia Rating-Sum of Boxes,
FAQ: the Functional Activities Questionnaire, FCSRT-IR: Free and Cued Selective Reminding Test – Immediate recall, MMSE: Mini Mental State Exam, SD: standard
deviation.

Week 52 (with the exception of FCSRT for which Week
104 was used as the only available time-point), since this
maximized the sample size in both CDR-GS = 0.5 and
CDR-GS = 1 groups; CDR-GS of 0.5 was an inclusion
criterion at screening and a reduced sample size was
available at Week 104. Independent samples t-tests were
used to assess the statistical significance of the between
groups differences. A significant difference between
groups is generally considered to reflect reasonable
known groups validity.

may be evaluated by the association to other measures
of both similar and different concepts. Relationships
between the measures were examined in cross-section,
using scores at baseline and change from baseline scores
at Week 104. Spearman correlation coefficients (with
Fisher’s adjustment) were used to test the correlation
between continuous variables. It was expected that
objective cognitive measures would be inter-correlated
(≥0.4), as would functional measures, but that correlation
between cognition and function measures may be lower.
The following thresholds were used to assess the strength
of the relationship: <0.2: Weak, ≥0.2 to <0.4: Modest, ≥0.4
to <0.6: Moderate, ≥0.6 to 0.8: Strong; ≥0.8: Very strong
(34, 35).

Results
Patients

Ability to detect change (responsiveness to
Seven hundred and ninety-seven subjects received
decline)
allocated treatment (All Patients), mean age 70.4 years
As AD is a progressive neurodegenerative disease,
decline over time may be used as a way to assess ability
to detect change. As an effect size metric, standardized
response means (SRM) for the change from baseline in
the placebo arm were calculated as SRM = mean change
divided by the standard deviation of change, at Week
104. For convenience, we considered values ≥0.2 to <0.5
as low and ≥0.5 to <0.8 as moderate responsiveness (36)
(Table 3). Ceiling and floor effects were determined
according to the proportion that received the highest and
lowest scores at baseline.

(SD 7.2), mean years of education 12.5 years (SD 4.5),
43.2% male. Two-hundred and sixty-six were randomized
to placebo, with 104 completing the Week 104 visit
(Placebo Arm), mean age 68.5 years (SD 6.8), mean years
of education 12.3 years (SD 4.7), 43.8% male. The clinical
characteristics of both populations are summarized in
Table 2. Countries with the highest enrollment (>3%)
included: the United States (14.3%), Spain (12.6%),
Canada (7.3%), the United Kingdom (7.1%), Germany
(6.9%), Italy (6.9%), France (6.4%), Australia (6.1%),
Mexico (5.9%), Argentina (4.5%), and the Netherlands
(4.1%).

Known groups validity

Floor and Ceiling Effects

The difference between CDR Global score = 0.5
(Questionable dementia) and CDR Global Score = 1
(Mild dementia) groups were calculated, for each of
the variables. This evaluation was conducted at

At the total score level, floor and ceiling effects were
within acceptable ranges (Figure 1). At the item level, for
all composite measures (i.e. CDR-SB, FAQ, ADAS-Cog
and MMSE), notable ceiling effects (≥20% of patients at
5
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Figure 1. Floor and Ceiling effects by item and total scores at baseline

All Patients. Dashed line represents threshold for notable floor or ceiling effect.

ceiling) were evident, showing that a large proportion of
the enrolled pAD patient population were unimpaired
in several of the items and/or domains assessed by these
instruments (Figure 1). In addition, delayed word recall
(ADAS-Cog and MMSE recall items) showed evidence of
a floor effect.

a low degree of correlation was seen between CDR
function and ADAS-Cog for the baseline scores only. As
expected, the objective cognitive tests, ADAS-Cog, MMSE
and FCSRT tended to be more highly correlated with each
other.

Responsiveness to decline/Ability to detect
change

Test-retest reliability
Test–retest reliability for the total scores was generally
>0.7, with the exception of ADAS-Cog11 (0.67), MMSE
(0.52) and FCSRT-IR Cued Recall (0.68) (Table 3).

Sensitivity to change was evaluated as the SRM
(Table 3). Of the total scores, ADAS-Cog and FCSRTIR were the least responsive, whilst CDR-SB, FAQ and
MMSE were the most responsive. Importantly, CDRSB and CDR cognition were free from floor and ceiling
effects at Week 104, which may influence SRM. CDR
function showed 25.6% at ceiling, FAQ 9.1% at ceiling
and 0.3% at floor and MMSE 1.6% at ceiling, suggesting
modest impact on SRM.

Internal consistency
Internal consistency at screening and baseline was
<0.5 for CDR-Cognition and CDR-Function, 0.65 for
CDR-SB, 0.63 and 0.68 for ADAS-Cog11, and ADASCog13, respectively; and 0.8 for FAQ. Chronbach’s α
tended to increase over the study, exceeding 0.7 for most
measures at later timepoints (Table 3). The exception was
the MMSE, which had very low internal consistency at
baseline, rising to 0.66 at Week 104.

Known Groups Validity
For the evaluation of known groups validity, large
and statistically significant (P<0.0001) differences were
evident between subjects with a CDR-Global score
of 0.5 versus those with a score of 1, for all measures
(Table 3). CDR-SB, CDR-Function and CDR-Cognition all
had Cohen’s effect sizes of greater than 2 (≥small effect
size).

Construct validity
Inter-correlation of scores at baseline and change from
baseline to Week 104 are reported in Table 4. CDR-SB
was most strongly correlated with FAQ (0.6 at baseline
and change from baseline). However, CDR-SB and FAQ
were not strongly correlated with the cognitive measures,
ADAS-Cog, MMSE or FCSRT (all correlations ≤0.4), with
the exception of the correlation between change in CDRSB and ADAS-Cog13 change at Week 104 (0.5). Both
CDR ‘cognition’ and ‘function’ items were equally well
correlated with function as measured by FAQ. However,

Discussion
The Clinical Dementia Rating was devised as a global
dementia-staging tool, taking into account results of
clinician testing of cognitive performance and a rating
of cognitive behavior in everyday activities, in six major
6
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Table 3. Intraclass correlation coefficients, internal consistency, responsiveness and clinical validity
Test-Retest ICC

Internal Consistency α

Responsiveness SRM

Know Groups Validity Mean diff between
CDR Global 0.5 and 1*

Baseline to
screening
n=797

Baseline,
n=797

Week 52,
n=222

Week 104,
n=104

Week 52
n=222

Week 104
n=104

Total score difference
Week 52
n=222

Cohen’s effect size
Week 52
n=222

CDR-SB

0.83

0.65

0.84

0.90

0.55

0.71

−2.94

2.88

CDR-Cognition

0.76

0.34

0.63

0.72

0.51

0.74

−1.42

2.16

CDR-Function

0.8

0.18

0.54

0.69

0.42

0.55

−1.52

2.65

FAQ

0.82

0.8

0.88

0.92

0.54

0.73

−8.83

1.88

ADAS-Cog 11

0.67

0.63

0.77

0.82

0.31

0.55

−6.76

1.18

ADAS-Cog 13

0.72

0.68

0.77

0.83

0.22

0.59

−8.8

1.16

MMSE

0.52

0.17

0.6

0.66

-0.39^

-.71^

3.31

1.08

FCSRT-IR Free

0.75

-

-

-

-0.50^

5.99

0.88

FCSRT-IR Cued

0.68

-

-

-

-0.20^

5.38

0.76

FCSRT-IR Total

0.82

-

-

-

-0.46^

11.37

0.98

*All p values less than .0001; evaluation was conducted at Week 52 for all measures, with the exception of FCSRT for which Week 104 was used, in order to maximize n;
^Negative value due to scoring direction (lower score = worse cognition); α, standardized Cronbach’s alpha; ADAS-Cog-11: the Alzheimer’s Disease Assessment Scale –
Cognition Subscale 11 item version, ADAS-Cog-13: the Alzheimer’s Disease Assessment Scale – Cognition Subscale 13 item version, CDR-Cognition: Clinical Dementia
Rating Cognition domain, CDR-Function: Clinical Dementia Rating Function domain, CDR-SB: Clinical Dementia Rating-Sum of Boxes, FAQ: the Functional Activities
Questionnaire, FCSRT-IR: Free and Cued Selective Reminding Test – Immediate recall, MMSE: Mini Mental State Exam. Internal consistency not appropriate for FCSRT.

Table 4. Inter-correlation of scores

MMSE
FCSRT-IR Free

0.5

0.2

0.2

−0.1

−0.2

−0.1

−0.2

-

0.2

0.2

−0.2

−0.2

−0.1

−0.2

-

0.9

−0.5

−0.5

−0.4

−0.5

-

−0.5

−0.6

−0.4

−0.5

-

0.3

0.2

0.3

-

0.4

0.8

-

0.8

FCSRT-IR Cued
FCSRT-IR Total

-

FCSRT-IR Total

-

-

FCSRT-IR Cued

−0.3

FCSRT-IR Free

−0.3

−0.2

MMSE

−0.2

−0.3

ADAS-Cog 13

−0.3

−0.3

ADAS-Cog 11

−0.2

0.4

FAQ

0.3

0.4

CDR-Function

0.3

0.5

CDR-Cognition

0.6

0.5

CDR-SB

0.8

-

FCSRT-IR Total

0.9

FCSRT-IR Free

-

MMSE

ADAS-Cog 13

ADAS-Cog 13

ADAS-Cog 11

ADAS-Cog 11

FAQ

FAQ

CDR-Function

CDR-Function

CDR-Cognition

CDR-Cognition

CDR-SB
CDR-SB

Change from baseline to Week 104 (n=104)
FCSRT-IR Cued

Baseline (n=797)

0.9

0.9

0.6

0.4

0.5

−0.4

−0.3

−0.2

−0.3

-

0.6

0.5

0.4

0.4

−0.4

−0.3

−0.2

−0.3

-

0.5

0.4

0.4

−0.3

−0.3

−0.1

−0.3

-

0.3

0.3

−0.4

−0.2

−0.2

−0.2

-

0.9

−0.5

−0.3

−0.2

−0.4

-

−0.5

−0.3

−0.2

−0.4

-

0.3

0.2

0.3

-

0.1

0.6

-

0.8
-

ADAS-Cog-11: the Alzheimer’s Disease Assessment Scale – Cognition Subscale 11 item version, ADAS-Cog-13: the Alzheimer’s Disease Assessment Scale – Cognition
Subscale 13 item version, CDR-Cognition: Clinical Dementia Rating Cognition domain, CDR-Function: Clinical Dementia Rating Function domain, CDR-SB: Clinical
Dementia Rating-Sum of Boxes, FAQ: the Functional Activities Questionnaire, FCSRT-IR: Free and Cued Selective Reminding Test – Immediate recall, MMSE: Mini
Mental State Exam.

categories of cognitive performance. Impairment is
scored as decline from the person’s previous level due to
cognitive loss alone, not impairment due to other factors,
such as physical impairment, depression, or personality
change (21). The CDR is considered to be a face valid
measure of “the influence of cognitive loss on the ability
to conduct everyday activities” (12). The CDR-SB has
gained prominence in recent times as a single primary
endpoint for clinical trials in early AD. Results from
the crenezumab discontinued Ph III trial show a robust
decline in CDR-SB score over 24 months in patients
with both prodromal and mild AD, suggesting that,
when enriching for “fast progressors” who are impaired

on the FCSRT , the CDR-SB is sensitive to decline in
early (prodromal-mild) AD (37). Whilst psychometric
properties of the CDR-SB have been explored in early
AD dementia (10), they have not been explored in a
biomarker confirmed pAD population, and test-retest
reliability, critical to repeated assessments, has not
previously been published to our knowledge.
These data further support the psychometric properties
of the CDR-SB, in demonstrating adequate test-retest
reliability, a good degree of internal consistency
especially over time, and also construct validity in terms
of association to instrumental activities of daily living
measured by the FAQ. Importantly, these properties
7
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are now confirmed in a pAD clinical trial population.
Although there was evidence for ceiling effects in
individual domains/items at the baseline assessment, this
did not have a major impact on sensitivity to decline, and
CDR-SB showed a greater degree of responsivity than
ADAS-Cog and FCSRT-IR. However, SRM was lower
than previously reported over two years in an early AD
population derived from ADNI data (0.71 in this report,
versus 1.03 in ADNI), which may result from differences
in inclusion criteria (10). There were floor and ceiling
effects at the item level for all composite measures; this
may be an important consideration with respect to the
coverage of relevant concepts and for potential sensitivity
to disease progression in the early stages of the disease.
Floor effects suggest that even at the early stages of
disease, delayed free recall assessments may be markedly
impaired, again impacting potential sensitivity.
Previous reports have focused on inter and intrarater reliability. The novel finding for test-retest is of
particular value, given the importance of reliability in
clinical trial use. Strong test-retest reduces measurement
error, which increases the likelihood of detecting true
treatment effects. There was an improvement in internal
consistency from baseline for all measures over the course
of the study. One possible explanation for improved
internal consistency may be ’other’ reliability, such as
improved intra-rater reliability and reliability of subject
and informant report, as all parties become more familiar
with the scales and have more data available to inform
them. In addition, regression to the mean, or disease
progression bias could result in greater homogeneity of
scores between items over time. The internal consistency
for CDR-SB at Week 52 and 104 (Cronbach’s alpha 0.84
and 0.90, respectively) was similar to that observed in the
French REAL.FR cohort study of patients with very mildto-moderate AD (0.88) (15).
Specific to construct validity of the CDR, Tractenberg
et al previously observed that in an AD dementia
population, change in ‘cognitive’ items showed a modest
correlation with change in MMSE and a low correlation
with change in ADL, and ‘functional’ items the
opposite pattern (13). Along with results from principal
components analyses, this was seen as supportive of
separate cognitive and function domains. In the present
data, a correlation was observed between both the CDR
cognition and function domains and FAQ, for both
baseline and change scores (all 0.5). This may be seen as
supportive of overall convergent validity with the FAQ
(25). Inter-correlation of CDR-SB and FAQ may be driven
by measurement of function and some direct overlap
in item content and the use of informant report in both
assessments. Cedarbaum et al (2013), found correlations
with FAQ tended to be higher than with ADAS-Cog11
or ADAS-Cog13 for both cognitive (0.63, 0.55, and 0.59,
respectively) and function domains (0.58, 0.42, and
0.45, respectively) in subjects with early or mild AD at
baseline in the ADNI study (10). In addition, although

their factor analysis showed some support for separate
domains, there was overlap for “Judgment and problem
solving” and “Community affairs” items in several cases,
and a differential pattern based on disease severity was
observed. Thus, the CDR may not capture function and
cognition as separate domains but still address both,
consistent with the original unitary measurement
concept (“the influence of cognitive loss on the ability to
conduct everyday activities”). Furthermore, low internal
consistency reliability of these scores suggests there
may be too few items for them to be reliable as separate
measures.
For the FAQ and ADAS-Cog, adequate test-retest
reliability and a good degree of internal consistency
were observed. Both measures demonstrated construct
validity in terms of association to related measures (CDR
to FAQ and ADAS-Cog to MMSE and FCSRT). This
is an important finding for the FAQ, given the lack of
validation evidence for the scale beyond discriminative
ability (38). Though there was evidence for ceiling effects
with individual items at the baseline assessment for both
measures, this did not have a major impact on sensitivity
to decline for FAQ as the SRM for FAQ (0.73) was greater
than for the other measures.
For the MMSE, assessment of psychometric properties
was impacted by its use as a screening criterion, with
only scores of between 24 and 30 out of 30 possible
at screening. This would initially reduce range of
scores and variance, decreasing power to obtain high
alpha coefficients and impact the ability to adequately
assess scale properties at the screening and baseline
assessments in particular. Thus, caution is warranted in
the interpretation of the results. Overall MMSE did show
good sensitivity to decline, comparable to CDR-SB and
FAQ (SRM=−0.71), with orientation to time as the single
greatest contributory item (SRM=−0.63). This prominence
of orientation as sensitive to decline across the different
scales is consistent with other data, which has shown
orientation to be sensitive to disease progression and
important for inclusion in novel composite outcomes (39).
For the FCSRT-IR, adequate test-retest reliability
was also observed, though this was also utilized as a
screening inclusion criterion. Whilst the measures of free,
cued, and total recall were relatively free from ceiling and
floor effects, this did not translate to sensitivity to decline
and SRMs were −0.2 for cued, −0.5 for free and −0.46 for
total recall. Therefore, there may be limited additional
value in FCSRT-IR as a longitudinal outcome measure in
this patient population.
There are some limitations which could impact the
generalizability of these findings. The study population
was derived from a clinical trial, in which CDR-Global
Score was one of the inclusion criteria, and thus we
cannot rule out the possibility that this influenced the
reporting of the CDR domains at baseline. Additionally,
the CDR-Global score was used to define questionable
dementia and mild dementia for the known groups
8
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validity analysis of CDR-SB. This may have impacted
the analysis, as the CDR-SB and global score may be
interrelated. Although industry standards were followed
with regards to translation, we did not formally evaluate
whether psychometric properties differed by culture
or language. Furthermore, this was a biologically
homogenous population with low levels of Aβ(1-42) and
different results may be found in a more heterogeneous
sample. This study population may have been subject to
selection bias due to initial study recruitment methods
(e.g. site selection), as well as individual interest in
participating in a clinical trial. Loss to follow-up will also
have impacted the representativeness of longitudinal
analyses. Finally, further work is required to establish
what constitutes a meaningful change on the CDR-SB in
prodromal AD.
In conclusion, CDR-SB showed adequate psychometric
properties in the pAD population and its sensitivity to
decline over time further support its utility as a clinical
trial outcome measure. In addition, its conceptual basis
as a measure of the influence of cognitive loss on the
ability to conduct everyday activities was supported
by the construct validity data. These data reinforce the
continued use of CDR-SB as a single primary outcome
measure in early AD clinical trials, such as the phase
III gantenerumab GRADUATE program and the phase
III BAN2401 Clarity AD trial. In addition, validity and
reliability of the other assessments, particularly the FAQ,
is further supported.
Efforts to develop novel cognitive and functional
assessments free from ceiling and floor effects and with
greater sensitivity to change in this population should
continue. However, given the adequate psychometrics of
the CDR-SB, its clinical relevance, and the lack of a clearly
established relationship between other objective cognitive
endpoints and clinical benefit, at least for patients with
early AD, there is good reason to continue to employ the
CDR-SB in treatment trials.

org. Further details on Roche’s criteria for eligible studies are available here:
https://vivli.org/members/ourmembers. For further details on Roche’s Global
Policy on the Sharing of Clinical Information and how to request access to related
clinical study documents, see here: https://www.roche.com/research_and_
development/who_we_are_how_we_work/clinical_trials/our_commitment_to_
data_sharing.htm
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Commons Attribution 4.0 International License (http://creativecommons.org/
licenses/by/4.0/), which permits use, duplication, adaptation, distribution and
reproduction in any medium or format, as long as you give appropriate credit
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